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In the first half of the eighteenth century, three 

female figures played a decisive role in the Spanish crown: María Luisa of 
Savoy, the first wife of King Philip V, her first lady Marie-Anne de la 
Trémoille —better known as Princesse des Ursins— and Elisabeth Farnese, 
the king's second wife.2 Of course, this female leadership was not exclusive, 
since, even if it was in an irregular and partial way, Philip V nevertheless 
fulfilled his role as king to some extent. In addition, there was no shortage 
of male figures who imposed their views and guided royal decisions. 
However, the fact is that the highest monarchical decisions did indeed 
involve these three women, even though the king was alive and despite the 
importance of patriarchy in Spain at the time: this is an exceptional situation 
that deserves to be examined.  

This “anomaly” can be partially explained by geopolitical 
circumstances. When Charles II, the last of the Habsburgs, died without 
descendants in 1700, it was Philippe d'Anjou, grandson of Louis XIV and 
Charles II's sister, who ascended the throne. However, Austria, Great 
Britain and the United Provinces took a dim view of this French 
stranglehold on the Spanish crown and preferred to support another suitor: 
the Archduke Charles of Austria, son of the Emperor of the Holy Roman 
Empire. Until the balance of power between the European leaders was 
once again reversed, Spain was therefore drawn into a War of Succession 
—itself followed by a period of confrontation to recover lost territories— 
which forced Philip V to take the lead in military operations, leaving the 

 
1 This article has been supported by the European center for humanities and social 
sciences (MESHS-Lille, France). 
 
2 Philip V’s reign started in 1700 and took end with his death, in July 1746. He 
married María Luisa of Savoy in 1701 and, after her death in 1714, he married 
Elisabeth Farnese the same year. Marie-Anne de la Trémoille outlived María Luisa 
until 1722, but she lost any influence in the Spanish crown with the queen’s death.  
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throne vacant. These were long and repeated absences that led the young 
María Luisa to take on a significant role in political decision-making. 

Moreover, this partial but recurrent transfer of power can also be 
explained by a very different factor: Philip V himself. Historians disagree on 
this point: Souky de Cotte, for example, considers Philip V to have been a 
completely useless and weak monarch, ready to surrender himself 
completely to anyone intelligent enough to gain the upper hand on him,3 
while Vicente Bacallar y Sanna insists on the legitimacy that “El Animoso” 
(“The Brave”) acquired on the battlefields.4 As Teófanes Egido López and 
Ricardo García Cárcel have pointed out (Egido López 101; García Cárcel 
27-40), the truth is probably halfway between these views, with a very 
marked tipping point in the middle of his reign. Indeed, in 1724, Philip V 
abdicated in favor of his eldest son and did not return to the throne until a 
few months later, after the death of Louis I. Prior to this abdication, Philip 
V fully assumed the monarchical power when he was not at the head of his 
armies, but in 1724 he was coerced into resuming his role as monarch. He 
had lost all will to lead the kingdom, and also his credibility towards the 
Court and his subjects. “He will be the king who did not want to be king”.5 
How can such a turnaround be explained? Philip V actually suffered from a 
hereditary neurobiological disorder, which caused him episodes of 
depression and periods of euphoria (Kamen 135-136) and during the last 
twenty years of his life, even provoked crises of hallucination and paranoia. 
That disorder —along with his intense sexual needs, according to 
historians— led him to seek more and more systematically people to 
assume monarchical decisions on his behalf: substitute kings, both official 
and unofficial.  
 
THREE WOMEN IN CHARGE: TWO QUEENS AND ONE 
MAID 

It is probably these “absences” —first physical, then psychological— 
that explain the leading roles of the three women mentioned above: María 
Luisa of Savoy, her camarera mayor Marie-Anne de la Trémoille and Elisabeth 

 
3 See Souky de Cotte, 77: “Faible de caractère, Philipe s’abandonna entièrement à 
Portocarrero d’abord, à Mme des Ursins ensuite; puis à sa seconde femme 
Elisabeth Farnèse et au Cardinal Alberoni ; enfin à tous ceux qui eurent l’adresse de 
prendre sur lui quelque ascendant. Il régna et son entourage gouverna”.  
 
4 See Vicente Bacallar y Sanna, Comentarios de la Guerra de España e Historia de su rey 
Felipe V, el Animoso, Madrid, 1957. Quoted by Ricardo García Cárcel, 29. 
 
5 See Ricardo García Cárcel, 30: “Será el rey que no quería ser rey”. All translations 
are mine. 
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Farnese. These are the three female figures whose status, background, and 
leadership we are going to study.  
 
The Queen Consort 

First of all, the way in which María Luisa (1701 to 1714) and Elisabeth 
(1714 to 1746) both took part in political decisions can be partially 
explained by their status of queen consort. 

It is true that, legally, the queen had no responsibility. In the eighteenth 
century, her role was above all to be a model for all the women of the 
kingdom: she was the personification of the perfect wife (faithful to her 
husband), the perfect mother (fertile, in particular)6 and the perfect 
Christian. However, she was also part of the royal institution and part of the 
symbolic body of the king: it was therefore also her duty to promote 
culture, art, and literature, to protect the less fortunate and, above all, to 
embody the monarchy in its loving and maternal facet. As María de los 
Angeles Pérez Samper wrote in 2002: “The queen had to be the beautiful 
and kind face of the monarchy, to complete and compensate the tough and 
frightening face of power”.7 And with Philip V, the possibilities for the 
queen to move from this purely cultural, social, and symbolic legitimacy to a 
strictly political one largely increased. Before his reign, the king and the 
queen lived mainly apart, and met only for ceremonial purposes. Now they 
were sharing the same room and bed, they were eating and hunting 
together, they were presiding together not only at processions and 
celebrations, but also at government meetings (Pérez Samper 283). When 
the king received advisers, when he read official documents, he did so in the 
presence of the queen. The day-to-day organization of the exercise of 
power thus enabled María Luisa of Savoy and Elisabeth Farnese to 
participate in the decision-making process. 

Perhaps because of her personality, but mainly because of Philip V's 
deteriorating health, Elisabeth nevertheless assumed political power more 
directly while being only queen consort. She maintained control over 
decisions made by King Louis I during his reign, convinced King Philip V 
—through the nuncio— that ascending to the throne after Louis’ death was 
legitimate and desirable. She also cancelled an abdication decree that Philip 
V had signed in secret (in 1727) and kept the heir to the crown —her 
stepson Ferdinand— away from power. At the time, she was even seen as 
the one who had succeeded in ousting the French ministers and the one 
who had voiced Spanish imperial claims over Italy. The most recent studies 

 
6 María Luisa had four sons; Isabel de Farnesio had four sons and three daughters.  
 
7 See Pérez Samper, “La figura de la reina…”, 296: “La reina debía ser el rostro 
hermoso y amable de la monarquía, que completara y compensara el rostro duro y 
temible del poder”. 
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tend to downplay these last elements and to show that the decisions she 
took when Philip V’s condition required her to correspond to those he 
would have taken himself if he had been able to do so. According to Jean-
François Labourdette, the queen's position was therefore not one of 
substitution but of “close collaboration”, “some kind of diarchy in which 
both heads were perfectly complementary”.8 Nevertheless, these nuances of 
recent historiography on the precise characteristics of the leadership of the 
king's second wife do not call into question the reality of her leading 
political role. 
 
The Queen Governor 

The situation was quite different when the queen consort exercised 
power directly, as her leadership was no longer unofficial. By decree, she 
was in charge as a substitute for the king. 

When the king's health was at its lowest point, it was thus up to 
Elisabeth to officially take over the reins of the kingdom. In June 1727, 
Philip V declared to the Council of State: “I have decided that the Queen 
will take decisions on my behalf, as Governor, until I fully recover”.9 She 
also briefly assumed the regency of the kingdom after the death of 
Ferdinand VI and before Charles III arrived from Italy. As for María Luisa, 
she was at the head of the kingdom during all of the king's military 
absences. Although each time —as her correspondence points out— she 
would rather have followed her husband and ruled reluctantly, she 
nevertheless fully assumed her role. She attended government meetings 
every day, convinced cities and Court to contribute financially to the war 
effort —an effort in which she participated personally by selling some of 
her jewelry. She loudly proclaimed her will to defend Spain when Louis 
XIV began to recall his troops during the War of Succession and constantly 
demonstrated her attachment to her subjects by increasing the number of 
visits, paseos (promenades), and public appearances. She played her part so 
perfectly that from one decree to the next, her authority gradually became 
absolute: from 1706 onwards, the council assisted her, but it was entirely 
her responsibility to take every decision (see González Cruz 84-86). She 
thus ended up taking the king's place in his absence.  

Such periods of governance were brief, given the longevity of the reign 
of Philip V, but each time the queen’s presence was deemed necessary. She 

 
8 J.-F. Labourdette 380: “une collaboration étroite”, “une sorte de dyarchie dont les 
deux têtes étaient parfaitement complémentaires”. 
 
9 AHN Estado, Legajo 2672, June 2, 1727: “he resuelto que la Reina despache por 
mi como Gobernadora mientras me restablezco en la perfecta salud”. Quoted by 
Pablo Vázquez Gestal, 225. 
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served, as propaganda pointed out, to console her subjects.10 The queen's 
physical presence ensured the continuity of monarchical legitimacy in the 
absence of the king or when his health could be a source of concern for the 
population and the Court. And this official position of the two queens, 
during these exceptional periods, certainly reinforced the unofficial position 
they held outside these periods.  
 
The camarera mayor, “éminence grise” 

The role played by the widow Marie-Anne de la Trémoille, Princesse 
des Ursins, was inevitably different. This time, her influence and 
interference were strictly unofficial. If calling her the real “King of Spain”, 
as Souky de Cotte did in 1946, is excessive, most historians do consider her 
as a “secret regent of Spain”,11 a “main minister”12 or a “favorite”.13 
Evidence of the camarera's influence includes the fact that the French 
ambassadors, the d'Estrées, tried to oust her, and that getting rid of her was 
the first decision taken by the new queen Elisabeth Farnese.  

Two factors explain how she may have been a true éminence grise when 
she was, officially, only a staff member: first of all, the young, politically 
inexperienced queen, whose Spanish was far from fluent, needed guidance. 
Secondly, the appointment of Marie-Anne de la Trémoille as camarera mayor 
—or first lady— gave her constant access to the queen. In addition to 
taking care of her wardrobe and her entertainment, this function allowed 
her to be precisely the guide and confidante the queen needed so much. 
Her status also enabled her to control the whole staff that revolved around 
the queen; the Princesse des Ursins was thus, as María Victoria López-
Cordón has written, “a real filter for any relationship with the sovereign”.14 
 
UNOFFICIAL REPRESENTATION 

In order to study now the depiction of these three women of power in 
eighteenth-century Europe, I would like to consider in turn three types of 
sources. First of all, I would like to look at some examples of letters or 
memoirs written by Louis XIV himself or by French people who lived in 

 
10 González Cruz 79: “consuelo de sus vasallos”. 
 
11 See Marcel Loyau, 129: “régente secrète de l’Espagne”.  
 
12 See H. Kamen, 42: “ministro principal”. 
 
13 Modesto Lafuente, Historia general de España. Parte Tercera. Edad Moderna, vol. 
XVIII, Madrid, Establecimiento Tipográfico de Mellado, 1857, 370: “valida”. 
Quoted by P. Vázquez Gestal, 126. 
 
14 See María Victoria López-Cordón, 151-152: “verdadero filtro para cualquier 
relación con la soberana”. 
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Spain and were involved with Philip V. Through these unofficial 
testimonies by persons who had a front row seat at a time when Spanish 
politics was so closely associated with French politics, we will have both 
more information about the real power enjoyed by these three women, and 
a first, unofficial, type of representation. 

 
1700-1714 

Louis XIV, who had put his grandson on the Spanish throne, was 
particularly eager to learn about Spanish decisions in order to influence 
them. In this context, maintaining correspondence with reliable persons was 
essential, and María Luisa of Savoy and the Princesse des Ursins would 
prove to be his main sources of information. 

Louis XIV quickly became aware that María Luisa was likely to have 
“great power” over her husband, as he wrote in 1701.15 Knowing Philip V’s 
temper, he decided not to disapprove of this influence, but on the contrary 
to encourage it. In 1702, he declared that “if this prince must be governed, 
it should rather be by the queen than by anyone else”.16 In 1704, his 
statement was even more explicit: “I understood that, because of (the 
king’s) temper, it was necessary for him to be guided by the opinions of 
someone else. It seemed to me that it was preferable that these opinions 
were the Queen’s, whose interests cannot be separated from his, rather than 
a stranger’s whose feelings would be very different”.17 However, one 
question remained: was a thirteen-year-old queen the best counselor? This 
is where the Princesse des Ursins came on stage: to be the counselor’s 
counselor. In the same letter, in 1704, Louis XIV made the following 
clarification about María Luisa’s unofficial leadership: “It is simply 
necessary to take care that the Queen herself will not be governed by ill-

 
15 Quoted by P. Vázquez Gestal, 122: “Comme le Roi d’Espagne est d’un caractère 
doux, il sera facile à la Reine sa femme d’acquérir un grand pouvoir sur son esprit”.  
 
16 “Mémoire contenant plusieurs observations et changemens à faire à l’instruction 
donnée par le Roi au sieur comte de Marcin, lorsqu’il partit au mois de juillet de 
l’année 1701 pour aller en Espagne en qualité de son ambassadeur, l’intention de Sa 
Majesté étant que ce Mémoire serve présentement d’instruction à M. le Cardinal 
d’Estrées allant en Espagne avec le Roi Catholique. Octobre 1702”: “si ce prince 
doit être gouverné, il vaut mieux que ce soit par la Reine que par qui que ce soit”. 
Quoted by José Antonio López Anguita, 979-982.  
 
17 Louis XIV at Chateauneuf, April 27, 1704: “Je compris que du caractère dont il 
est, était nécessaire qu’il fut conduit par les avis d’un autre. Il m’a paru qu’il était 
plus à souhaiter que ce fut par ceux de la Reine, dont les intérêts ne peuvent être 
séparés aux siens, que par quelqu’un étranger dont les sentiments seraient très 
différents”. Quoted by J.A. López Anguita, 738. 
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intentioned persons”.18 That is why he took such a close interest in 
choosing the best candidate possible. Initially, his idea was to appoint a 
Spanish aristocrat to please the Court and not to appear to interfere in the 
politics of the peninsula. However, he was ultimately convinced by 
Portocarrero to limit the influence of the Court and by his wife, Madame de 
Maintenon, to choose Marie-Anne de la Trémoille as the young sovereign's 
camarera mayor.  

Nevertheless, discordant voices were heard in French circles in Spain, 
many of whose members would have gladly taken the place of these two 
counselors. The Marquis de Louville, head of Philip V’s French house, 
described the king as “imprisoned (...) in the arms of a skilled, false, astute 
and experienced woman who has surrounded him from every side and who 
obsesses him in every way”.19 For the Count of Puységur, the king and the 
queen were both prisoners, and the warden of their prison was none other 
than the Princesse des Ursins.20 The ambassadors of Estrées spread rumors 
about the first lady’s relations with her intendant, d’Aubigny, and, after the 
death of María Luisa, some even claimed that the king intended to marry 
Marie-Anne de la Trémoille, 71 years old at the time.  

 
1714-1746 

Elisabeth Farnese’s case was quite different: after the War of 
Succession, France no longer had a stranglehold on Spain. The second wife 
of Philip V —and her leadership— was therefore not chosen by France. 
Saint-Simon, who lived in Spain for a few months between 1721 and 1722 
and had access to the daily life of the royal couple, evoked the reality of the 
rein in his Mémoires. Although he claims to be impartial, the details he gives 
of the queen’s complete domination over the king nevertheless suggest 
some criticism on his part.  

In the pages written by Saint-Simon, the expression “tête-à-tête” is thus 
omnipresent, and the Frenchman never ceases to enumerate the activities 
that the royal couple carried out together, with an insistence and precision 
that hints at a reproving judgment. It has been said that during the reign of 
Philip V, a new daily routine was established: the queen was at the king's 
side at dawn and at bedtime, for visits and walks, at meetings and audiences. 

 
18 Louis XIV at Chateauneuf, April 27, 1704: “Il faut seulement prendre garde que 
la Reine elle-même ne soit gouvernée par des personnes mal-intentionnées”. 
 
19 See J.-F. Labourdette, 165: “enfermé (…) entre les bras d’une femme habile, 
fausse, artificieuse et expérimentée qui l’a circonvenu de tous les côtés et qui 
l’obsède par tous les bouts”.  
 
20 See María José Rubio, 42: “Las reglas del protocolo les molestan continuamente, 
de modo que no ven a nadie y que tanto de día como de noche están encerrados 
juntos como si fueran dos prisioneros y la princesa de los Ursinos su carcelera”. 
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However, with Elisabeth, this omnipresence was even more pronounced: 
they slept together even when one of them was ill, they even defecated next 
to each other (quoted by Poumarède). As a result, nothing could be hidden 
from the queen and, according to Saint-Simon, “no one can reasonably 
hope anything without (the queen) being favorable to it, or at least not 
opposed to it”.21 Some angry counselors even suggested that Elisabeth had 
something to do with the death of Louis I and, later on, with the sterility of 
Bárbara de Braganza.  

 
OFFICIAL REPRESENTATION 

The second type of source I wish to examine corresponds to the 
official representation of these women: texts and images published by the 
crown, or at least encouraged by it. Did the articles in the Gaceta de Madrid 
(the official daily newspaper), hagiographic poems and royal portraits report 
or, on the contrary, hide this female leadership? Obviously, the official 
depiction could only be biased: criticizing the king or expressing his failures 
was unthinkable. When Philip V died, for instance, the Gaceta de Madrid 
published an obituary that endlessly listed his virtues: “his religious qualities, 
his love of Justice, his desire to be right, his constancy in both fortune and 
misfortune, his glories and victories, his tendency to support Science”.22 
And yet, we will see that official sources revealed in spite of themselves 
certain aspects of the power that the two queens and the camarera mayor 
exercised.  

 
The Princesse des Ursins, a Backstage Figure 

Officially, the Princesse des Ursins was simply the first lady of the 
queen’s household. Therefore, her portraits —such as those given as an 
example below— may attest to the nobility of her rank or her assertive 
character, but in no way testify to a direct link with the crown: her political 
status is purely and simply denied. And yet, there are indeed indications of 
her power in certain documents resulting from this official representation.  

 
 

 
21 Saint-Simon, “Tableau de la cour d’Espagne”. Mémoires. Ed. A. de BOISLISLE. 
1879-1928, t. XXXIX, 383: “on ne se peut raisonnablement promettre quoi que ce 
soit, si on ne l’a (la Reine) favorable, à tout le moins point contraire”. Quoted by G. 
Poumarède, 102. 
 
22 Crónica festiva de dos reinados en la Gaceta de Madrid, July 12, 1746, 232: “La memoria 
de sus Religiosas prendas, de su amor a la Justicia, de su deseo de acertar, de su 
constante igual ánimo en ambas fortunas, de sus glorias, y triunfos, de su 
propensión a favorecer las Ciencias”. 
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Fig. 1. Attributed to Nicolas de Largillière,  
Marie-Anne de la Trémoille, Princesse des Ursins, Duchesse de Bracciano, 

undated, oil on canvas, 115 × 148 cm, Château de Serrant 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Eusebio Zarza, La Princesa de los Ursinos, 
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print published inHistoria de la Villa y Corte de Madrid, 1864 
 

In the Gaceta of Madrid, she is very often mentioned in the relation of 
royal events: the queen —or the infant princess— appeared constantly 
“accompanied by the Princesse des Ursins” and, most of the time, Marie-Anne 
de la Trémoille was the only person to be named outside the royal family. 
Sometimes, the inseparable couple she formed with María Luisa was even 
obvious. In 1703, for example, the description of the royal family's entry 
into Madrid mentions “the Queen, with the Princesse des Ursins, was in the 
Carriage, and the Ladies followed them, then the whole family”.23 Even 
more evocatively, in 1707, the Gaceta wrote about an offering made in 
honor of the queen: “The Queen, our mistress, as well as the Princesse des 
Ursins, expressed thanks for the gesture but did not accept the Jewelry”.24 
This omnipresence of Marie-Anne de la Trémoille also appears in the 
engravings that circulate to immortalize official events; the camarera mayor, 
here again, is one of the few people to have the privilege of being named.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Réception faite par Philippe V roi d’Espagne  
à la Princesse de Savoie son épouse à Figuières  

en Catalogne le 2 novembre 1701, print published in 1702 (detail) 
 

 
23 Ibid, January 23, 1703, 50: “la Reina, con la Señora Princesa de los Urssinos, venía 
en la Carroza, a quienes seguían las Damas, y después toda la familia”. 
 
24 Ibid, December 13, 1707, 66: “así la Reina nuestra señora, como la señora 
Princesa de los Ursinos, agradeciendo la demonstración, no admitieron las Joyas”. 
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Fig. 4. L’heureuse naissance du Prince des Asturies,  

fils de Philippe V roi d’Espagne  
et de Marie-Louise Gabrielle de Savoie,  

print published in 1708 (detail) 
 
Thus, in the print that circulated to relate the meeting of María Luisa and 
Philip in Figueras (Fig. 3), only two members of the queen's house are 
considered of sufficient importance for their names to appear in the legend. 
Similarly, in the print featuring the infant’s christening (Fig. 4), the name of 
Marie-Anne de la Trémoille —who acted as godmother in the absence of 
the real godmother— is mentioned at the bottom of the picture, alongside 
the names of the king, the bishop, the archbishop or the cardinal. Lastly, in 
the royal portrait of María Luisa and the Infant Louis, painted by Miguel 
Jacinto Meléndez (Fig. 5), the Princesse des Ursins is still there: in the 
background, certainly, but in a firm position and looking directly at the 
spectator, as if to demonstrate the decisive influence she exerted on the 
queen and her family. 
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Fig. 5. Miguel Jacinto Meléndez,  
La reina de España María Luisa Gabriel de Saboya  

con Don Luis de Borbón, Príncipe de Asturias, 1708 
 

Therefore, though unofficial, her power was such that it could only 
leave traces in official documents. 

 
The Queens 
 On the contrary, the leading roles of María Luisa and Elisabeth were 
completely official. However, their representation has, most of the time, 
nothing to do with political power. 

 
The Queen, This Delicate Flower: Woman, Mother and Saint  

As being a queen meant being an inspirational role model for women, 
each sovereign tended to be represented as the most beautiful flower of the 
kingdom. The painted and engraved portraits thus highlight her majesty and 
delicacy, by dwelling on the detail of the dresses and jewelry, on the chastity 
of her smile and posture, on the purity of her complexion: the two 
paintings and the print below are evidence of this (Figs. 6, 7 and 8). Their 
outward beauty was indeed considered as a sign of their inner moral 
qualities (see García Barranco 109). In fact, María Luisa’s catafalque, in 
Valencia, was decorated with roses, irises and sunflowers to symbolize, as 
the funeral eulogy states, “the majesty, beauty, innocence and love of the 
deceased queen”.25 

 
25 See Pérez Samper, “Las reinas” 427: “la majestad, hermosura, candidez y amor de 
la difunta reina”. 
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Fig. 6. Miguel Jacinto Meléndez,  Fig. 7. Bernard Picart,  
María Luisa de Saboya, c. 1712, Marie Louise Gabrielle de Savoye 
oil on canvas, 81 x 62 cm.  Reine d'Espagne, print, 1702 
Museo Lázaro Galdiano 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Miguel Jacinto Meléndez, 
Isabel de Farnesio, c. 1718-1722, oil on canvas, 82 x 62 cm, 

Museo del Prado 
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Mother par excellence, guarantee of the royal dynasty, the queen was also 
constantly associated with the image of the dawn. In 1707, in his Memorias 
de las Reinas, Father Flórez thanked María Luisa for being pregnant as 
follows:  

 
Congratulations for being Spain’s dawn.  
May your lights come and repel  
from the earth the ignorant shadows  
when the sun in your sky begins to rise.26  

 
And in 1739, Louis-Fabricius Dubourg represented Elisabeth Farnese’s 
triumph for La Martinière’s Dictionary featuring her surrounded by her 
descendants, along with the inscription “Happy queen, fertile mother, / I 
ensure to my children a fate worthy of me” (Fig. 9). 
 

 
26 Padre Flórez, Memorias de las Reinas, vol. II, 1004-1005: “Enhorabuena a ser de 
España aurora / vengan tus luces porque se destierren / de la tierra las sombras 
ignorantes / cuando el sol en tu cielo ya amanece”. Quoted by M. de los A. Pérez, 
“La figura de la reina…”, 292. 
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Fig. 9. Louis-Fabricuis Dubourg, Le triomphe d’Isabel de Farnesio, 1739, 

print for La Martinière’s Dictionnaire géographique, historique et critique 
 

Lastly, as a Catholic par excellence, the queen was often presented as a 
saint and compared to the Virgin Mary. For instance, when María Luisa 
passed away, the Gaceta de Madrid pointed out that she had requested the 
holy sacraments three times in the previous month, and again a fourth time 
just before she died.27 

 
The Queen, Another King 

In all these representations, there is absolutely no reference to any 
political role. The question therefore arises as to how this smooth and 
apolitical official image of the queen could be compatible with the 
monarchical power she actually wielded, if only during the moments when 
she was in charge of governance. It seems to me that this was done through 
two “tricks”.  

 
27 Crónica festiva de dos reinados en la Gaceta de Madrid, February 20, 1714, 82. 
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The first one is to establish that the queen is the king’s reflection, and 
therefore an extension of him: the queen is then a moon, which has no light 
of its own but reflects that of the sun, which is the king.28 All the official 
portraits where, as in the two images below (Figs. 10 and 11), María Luisa 
of Savoy and Elisabeth Farnese appear alongside an engraving by Philip V 
or even holding a medallion representing him appear to be a clear 
manifestation of this symbolism.  

 

 
 

Fig. 10. Jean-Baptiste Greuze,  
Doña María Luisa Gabriela de Savoya  

Reyna de las Españas, print, 1701 (detail) 
 

 
28 See M. de los A. Pérez Samper, “La figura de la reina…”, 283. We’ll see below an 
example of this analogy in popular verses. 
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Fig. 11. Miguel Jacinto Meléndez,  
Isabel de Farnesio with a picture of her husband, 1714, oil on canvas, 100 x 100 

cm, Biblioteca Nacional de España 
 
And from this previously established link, only one step remains for the 
queen to pass, in exceptional cases, from the figure of extension to that of 
substitution. 

The second “trick” is that when the queen assumed power, she was no 
longer depicted as a woman, but as a man. Her so-called “feminine” 
qualities —beauty, gentleness— disappeared and were replaced by others, 
considered as “masculine”: strength, courage, heroism, etc. Thus, when 
María Luisa died, both the Gaceta de Madrid and the eulogies talked about 
her masculine strength and prudence,29 or established that she had the body 
of a woman and the soul of a man.30 The praises dedicated to the second 
queen would also insist on this point, as when Francisco Benegasi 
declaimed: “so much a Mother, and so much a Lady, and yet she is a very 

 
29 Crónica festiva de dos reinados en la Gaceta de Madrid, February 20, 1714, 82: “varonil 
fortaleza”. And Joachin de Elizondo, Pompa fúnebre a la gloriosa memoria de la Reina 
Nuestra Señora Doña María Luisa Gabriela de Saboya, por el Consejo y demás Tribunales 
Reales de este Reino de Navarra…, Pamplona, 1714, BN 2/66544: “prudencia varonil”. 
 
30 Florido llanto, monumento augusto que la vencedora Ciudad de Huesca mando disponer en las 
exequias que celebro a la S.C.R. Majestad de la Reina Nuestra Señora Doña María Luisa 
Gabriela de Saboya, Huesca, 1714, BN 2/12704, 9: “de mujer tuvo el cuerpo y de 
muy varón el alma”. Quoted by M. García Barranco, 127-128. 
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Manly Queen”.31 Moreover, some paintings and prints conveyed this idea: 
both Elisabeth Farnese —known for her “so virile” hunting skills— and 
María Luisa —who did not hunt but ruled in war times— were depicted 
with a rifle in her hand, as can be seen in the two images below (Figs. 12 
and 13).  

Thanks to this “sleight of hand”, the two queens could therefore take 
possession of the king's political body if necessary (García Barranco 131). 
They were, in his absence, the king. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. Matías de Irala y Diego de Cosa, 
Isabel de Farnesio la reina de España, 

1715, print, Biblioteca Nacional de España 
 
 

 
31 Francisco Benegasi, Décima en alabanza de la Reyna Madre Isabel Farnesio, BNE, Mss 
10 924, fol 151 v: “aunque Madre, y tan Señora, es una Reyna muy Hombre”. Quoted 
by P. Vázquez Gestal, 169. 
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Fig. 13. Luis Meléndez Jacinto,  
Portrait of Queen María Luisa de Saboya,  

c. 1712, oil on canvas, 103 x 83 cm, Museo Cerralbo 
 

The Queen and Her Own Power? 
Sometimes, however, official documents showed directly the individual 

power of the two queens. In Elisabeth Farnese’s case, the way in which the 
Gaceta de Madrid ceased to mention “the king” and “the queen” as separate 
entities and systematically referred to “their majesties” —”los reyes”— as a 
whole, may be an indicator of the fact that they took all decisions together. 
In María Luisa’s case, the exceptional conditions of the early years of the 
century made it more possible to explicitly underline her political role. The 
journal thus related her governance capacity, her actions with parliament 
and with the council. On July 11, 1702, for example, the Gaceta described 
her speech in the following terms: “on the first day, she made to the Lords 
a brief, discreet and very appropriate reasoning, urging them to unite and 
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succeed”.32 Her effective political power was therefore assumed and even 
encouraged. 

 Apart from the press, the panegyrics devoted to Philip V's two wives 
may also mention their close link with the highest level of decision-making. 
José Benegasi y Luján wrote about Elisabeth Farnese:  

 
Such a Mother and Queen  
That, devout and clever, you can,  
as a Queen govern us,  
look after us like a Mother.33 

  
In addition, Fray Gerónimo Belvís de Moncada, in Lágrimas de la más 
acreditada lealtad, is particularly explicit about María Luisa: her death is a solar 
eclipse —this time the queen is therefore directly referred to as the sun— 
and she “carried the whole weight of the monarchy over her shoulders” so 
often that “King Philip V has gained more vassals to his spouse’s kindness 
than to his sword’s steel, to the gentle charm of that powerful magnet than 
to the brave inspiration of his power”.34   

Reading these statements, one wonders whether some of the portraits 
do not also contain an allusion to the true status of the two queens in the 
first half of the eighteenth century, reflecting the process of substitution of 
the king’s figure by that of the queen. Like the two examples below, many 
iconographic representations showed María Luisa of Savoy and Elisabeth 
Farnese alone, without the king or his image, but in direct contact with the 
crown (Figs. 14 and 15). 

 
 
 
 

 
32 Crónica festiva de dos reinados en la Gaceta de Madrid. In 1702: March 22, May 2, 45, 
and, finally July 11, 48-49: “el primer dia les hizo a los Señores un razonamiento 
breve, discreto, y muy del caso, exhortándolos a la union, y a los aciertos”. 
 
33 Quoted by P. Vázquez Gestal, 250-251: “Tan Madre, y Reyna / que piadosa, y 
capaz sabes, / como Reyna, gobernarnos, / atendernos, como Madre”. 
 
34 Lágrimas de la más acreditada lealtad, alientos de la más reconocida obligación en las reales 
exequias que celebró el Real Colegio de Corpus Christi de la ciudad de Valencia a la inmortal 
memoria de la católica majestad de María Luisa Gabriela de Saboya, 30 de abril de 1714. 
Quoted by M. de los A. Pérez Samper, “La figura de la reina…”, 284, 302 and 297. 
The original quotes are “Cuántas veces cargó todo el peso de la monarquía sobre 
sus hombros…” and “debe el señor Felipe Quinto más vasallos al agrado de su 
esposa que al acero de su espada, más al dulce encanto de aquel atractivo imán que 
al valeroso aliento de su poder”. 
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Fig. 14. La Reine d’Espagne 
Marie Louise Gabrielle de Savoie, 

undated, French print 

Fig. 15. Louis Michel van Loo, 
Isabel de Farnesio, 1739, 

oil on canvas, 150 x 110 cm, Museo del 
Prado 

 
From the same perspective, one wonders whether the portrait of the royal 
family by Van Loo in 1743 (Fig. 16) also conveys this symbolism: the queen 
is in fact much closer to the crown than the king himself, she is at the 
center of the composition —and of the family— and it is on her lap that 
the ermine mantle rests. 
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Fig. 16. Michel Van Loo,The family of Philip V,  
1743, oil on canvas, 408 x 520 cm, Museo del Prado 

 
PUBLIC OPINION 

After considering the official representations of these three women, I 
would like to analyze what image was emitted and disseminated by public 
opinion. How were María Luisa, the Princesse des Ursins and Elisabeth 
portrayed in the independent newspapers and pamphlets, in the poems and 
engravings circulating in the streets?35 This other facet of representation is 
obviously much more difficult to study because in the eighteenth century, 
the clandestine manifestations of public opinion were mostly oral and, 
when they were in writing, it was in the form of loose leaves that were 
either handwritten or printed on poor quality paper. The priority was to 
spread information while avoiding censorship and repression, and not to 
leave permanent traces. At this stage of my research, I can therefore only 
rely on a small number of sources, both direct and indirect, and exclusively 
textual. Nevertheless, with the documents available, it is worth asking how 
this female leadership, specific to the reign of Philip V, was perceived and 
taken on by the population. 

 
 

35 About this type of documents, see the works of Teófanes Egido López and Luis 
Miguel Enciso Recio. 
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1700-1714 
According to the official texts, the two queens were equally adored by 

the population. The Gaceta de Madrid reported that “The people of Madrid 
expressed their joy with the most vivid demonstrations that had been seen 
for centuries” when they saw the arrival of María Luisa, and that Elisabeth 
Farnese, for her part, “was received with all possible demonstrations, in this 
kind of festivities and celebrations”.36 However, a study of the political 
satire reveals obvious differences in the way the two queens were perceived 
by public opinion: it is clear that the second queen was as much hated as 
the first was cherished.  

The historians Junceda Avello, Henri Kamen and Teófanes Egido 
López37 all insist that María Luisa of Savoy is a true exception in the history 
of the monarchy: the one known as “La Savoyana” (La Saboyana in 
Spanish) had never been the subject of a satirical pamphlet. The popular 
verses that circulated about her were thus highly eulogistic and showed no 
resentment of any control exercised over the king, which would be 
considered inappropriate or excessive. The love between the king and the 
queen —”one against the other (...) like a couple of turtledoves”38—, and 
the birth of the first Infant born in Spain in almost half a century were 
celebrated; even when she was the regent, the poems conveyed an image 
that was laudatory, romantic, and far removed from political reality:  

 
I am not a Queen;  
I am the wife of a soldier  
who goes to war.39  

 
The Princesse des Ursins, on the other hand, was the target of all satire. 

She was seen as a usurper: a “dissolute person” who, along with Minister 
Orry,40 was responsible for the loss of the poor boy that is the king;41 an 

 
36 Crónica festiva de dos reinados en la Gaceta de Madrid. June 14, 1704, 53 (“El Pueblo de 
Madrid, significó su gozo con las mayores demonstraciones que se han visto en 
siglos”), and December 18, 1714, 85-86 (“fue recibida con cuantas demonstraciones 
caben de regocijos y fiestas”).  
 
37 See Enrique Junceda Avello, H. Kamen (119) and T. Egido López, “La oposición 
al gobierno de Felipe V”, (383). 
 
38 A. Huarte y Echenique, “Papeles festivos del reinado de Felipe V”, Revistas de 
archivos, bibliotecas y museos, 1930-1931, 8-9: “juntitos (…) como un par de tortolitos”. 
Quoted by M. de los A. Pérez, “La figura de la reina…”, 281. 
 
39 See E. Junceda Avello, 97: “Yo no soy Reina; / soy mujer de un soldado / que va 
a la guerra”. 
 
40 Jean Orry, French political in charge of Spanish Finance at the time.  
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“unscrupulous” princess, expert in “problems”, “traps” and “betrayals”;42 a 
“tyrant”, a “harpy”, who shredded the loins of her opponents, according to 
the pamphlet Madrid dormido.43 Elsewhere, she was described as one who 
smells and touches everything, alongside a deaf and blind king, a blind and 
idle queen, and a confessor —Father Robinet— busy absolving.44 It should 
be noted, however, that it is difficult to say whether these remarks 
corresponded to the state of mind of the population as a whole, or to that 
of the ousted aristocrats: the very ones who would have liked to occupy the 
prominent place that Marie-Anne de la Trémoille occupied.  

 
1714-1746 

Contrary to what the official representation says, Elisabeth Farnese was 
far less popular than María Luisa. In fact, according to Saint-Simon, the 
people of Madrid liked to pretend to cheer her, ironically using the 
nickname of her predecessor: Viva la Saboyana.45 It is true that, at first, she 
was seen as the one who had delivered Spain from the heavy influence of 
France —and of the Princesse des Ursins. Soon, however, numerous 
pamphlets and satires targeted her. Public opinion very quickly saw her 
leading political role —perhaps a simple result of circumstances— as proof 
of her disproportionate ambition. The Duende Crítico, a satirical newspaper 

 
 
41 Biblioteca Universitaria Valencia, Mss 456, fol 282r: “Esta disoluta y este 
borracho / tienen perdido este muchacho”. Quoted by T. Egido López, Opinión 
pública y oposición al poder… 112. 
 
42 Diálogo entre Perico y Marica, Biblioteca Nacional de España, MSS 10 952, fol 151 r-
ss: “Fuese la princesa / que, por descocada, / de toda Castilla / vivió señalada. / 
Ella con enredos, / y dando culadas (…), / con sus cortesías / daba puñaladas, / y 
ultrajó la Grandeza / de mayor prosapia”. Quoted by T. Egido López (ed.), Sátiras 
políticas de la España moderna 45. 
 
43 Madrid dormido, Biblioteca Nacional de España, Mss 4 043, fol 155r-157r: “harpía 
tirana”, “una tirana / triunfa de oros, y es bien notes / que son, como de mujer, / 
más fuertes sus invasiones; / no de su agrado te fíes, / que, harpía, en los pechos 
nobles / introduce al garabato / y saca hasta los riñones”. Quoted by T. Egido 
López, Opinión pública y oposición al poder… 96. 
 
44 Décima (contra el gobierno “francés” de Felipe V), Archivo Silveriano de Burgos, Mss 
75, fol 223 r-v: “El rey, ni escuchar ni ver, / la reina ni ver ni obrar, / la Princesa 
oler, palpar, / y el Confesor absolver”. Quoted by T. Egido López, Sátiras políticas de 
la España moderna 210. 
 
45 Saint-Simon, Mémoires, t. XXXIX, 317. Quoted by G. Poumarède 98. 
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published in 1735 and 1736,46 was particularly critical of her, depicting an 
“angry lady” and a “viper without honor”.47 Furthermore, a poem written 
after the death of Philip V states that the king was not evil, but that “his 
moon” was “abominable”.48  

Two criticisms, in particular, were repeatedly made. First of all, the 
absolute control she enjoyed over the king's mind. According to El Duende 
Crítico, Minister Patiño maintained that it was necessary to please the queen 
because the whole system of influences in the kingdom rested on her.49 
Likewise, in a poem exalting the arrival of Ferdinand VI on the throne, the 
greatest reason for satisfaction expressed by the author was that Elisabeth 
would no longer have any role “in the farce of power” and that she would 
thus pass from the “Babel of pride” to a simple scabby donkey, who only 
governs her petticoats and her bedroom.50 The other reproach that was 
systematically leveled at the queen was that she wanted to ensure the best 
position for each of her children, and that she was prepared to do anything 
for it, to the detriment of the nation’s interests. El Duende de Palacio 
mentioned her need to “maintain a thousand empires”51: a need that El 
Duende Crítico confirmed and presented as a real disease. 52 And the satirical 

 
46 For information about the Duende crítico, see in particular the works of T. Egido 
López already mentioned. 
 
47 Quoted by P. Vázquez Gestal, 178: “dama colérica”, “víbora”. 
 
48 Redondillas a la muerte de Felipe V, Archivo Silveriano de Burgos, Mss 76, 401: 
“aunque no fue malo el rey, / fue abominable su luna”. Quoted by T. Egido López, 
Opinión pública y oposición al poder…,113. 
 
49 El Duende Crítico, January 26, 1736 (“darla gusto es menester”) and February 16, 
1736 (“que es en quien está afianzada tan soberbia máquina”). See edition of 1844, 
available at: 
https://books.google.fr/books?id=aSQWe2watLQC&pg=PA41&lpg=PA41&dq=
%E2%80%9Cque+es+en+quien+est%C3%A1+afianzada+tan+soberbia+m%C3
%A1quina%E2%80%9D&source=bl&ots=vH_OD78xkw&sig=ACfU3U3wdvYF
g2QfA6FewxTEs4QS9OBQ3Q&hl=fr&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjfx5DytrflAhWRlh
QKHS3PB2gQ6AEwAHoECAQQBA#v=onepage&q&f=false  
 
50 A la exaltación al trono de España del Señor Don Fernando el Sexto, Archivo Silveriano 
de Burgos, Mss 76, fol 401-404: “Gracias a Dios que Isabel / en la farsa del mandar 
/ no le volverá a dar / el más ínfimo papel; / se deshizo aquel Babel / de soberbia 
en un momento, / y, arrumbada cual jumento / sarnoso en el muladar, / sólo 
podrá gobernar / sus naguas y su aposento”. Ibid, n° 75, 235-236. 
 
51 Quoted by T. Egido López, “La oposición al gobierno de Felipe V” 397. 
 
52 El Duende Crítico, “Procesión que forma el duende en la que suministra el cuerpo 
del Rey a los enfermos de esta Monarquía” (“A la Reina, primer enfermo”), 1736: 
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catechism Catecismo político patiñano ironically included in a list of pseudo-
charitable actions made to please her: “giving to drink to the queen all the 
water that the river La Plata can offer” and “giving a place to sleep to each 
of her children, even if it means throwing all the subjects of the kingdom 
out onto the street”.53 

This study therefore confirms the anomalous nature of female power in 
eighteenth-century Spain. For a woman, to hold first-rate political power 
did not only involve being part of the highest spheres of society, but also 
presupposed exceptional circumstances: the absence of the king, either 
physically or emotionally, and also the support of the French throne in the 
cases of María Luisa and the Princesse des Ursins. It also shows that official 
documents tended to deny this role, or to disguise it, by masculinizing the 
depictions of the person in charge of the highest-level decisions. And that 
public opinion also tended to reject women of power as out-of-control 
tyrants: the only one who escaped this visceral hatred is the one who was 
seen as unwillingly accepting the role that fell to her. 

This was therefore an anomalous, but nevertheless very real, feminine 
power for María Luisa of Savoy, Marie-Anne de la Trémoille and Elisabeth 
Farnese. So real that even the most official documents cannot totally hide 
their leading roles. By praising the political qualities of the young queen, by 
naming the camarera mayor in the narration of royal events, by representing 
Elisabeth alongside the crown, texts and images acknowledged, in spite of 
themselves, the political role that was that of these two queens, and of this 
first lady.  
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